
	  
 

PalaceVIP Launches Industry Leading SMS Available Now Technology 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

PalaceVIP launches the world’s first Available Now fully interactive system 
technology to keep clients informed of the London escorts’ availability in real-

time. 

London, UK, December 31, 2012  – PalaceVIP, the Elite VIP London escort 
agency, today announced the groundbreaking launch of the industry leading 
Available Now technology, a fully interactive system designed to allow London 
escorts to interact directly with clients and keep them informed of their 
availability via the agency’s website. 

PalaceVIP is the first in the industry to license the Available Now technology, 
making the London escort agency the industry’s pioneer provider for real-time 
availability solutions for clients in need of companionship in London. 

With the patented technology, clients can now be informed of the escort London 
girls’ availability via interacting with them directly on the PalaceVIP website 
without having to wait. The real-time solution provides up-to-date and accurate 
information, allowing trained operators to find minute-by-minute availability 
schedules within seconds, greatly reducing the clients’ waiting time.  Clients just 
simply need to click on a London escort’s profile to see if she is available via the 
Available Now technology. 

With one of the best customer service oriented team in the escort industry, 
PalaceVIP’s trained operators work with the escorts on a 24/7 basis, making the 
Available Now system a valuable tool to them as well. 

"This system goes a long way  to solve the problems of customer service 
when taking bookings and  knowing who is available. Itʼs better for the 
customers, better for   the girls and also itʼs better for me. Great technology 
in a patented   solution.” – Sarah Receptionist, PalaceVIP. 

PalaceVIP aims to provide high quality London escorts service to its 
clients, offering only the worldʼs best and beautiful women to suit their 
needs. And with the Available Now technology aiding its services, 
PalaceVIP truly is the Elite VIP London escort agency. Live the Dream at 
PalaceVIP, visit the website at http://www.palacevip.com 

 



	  
 

About PalaceVIP 

PalaceVIP is the Elite London escort agency catering to clients needing 
assistance in their search for beautiful escorts London for companionship. 
Operating for almost 4 years, we employ only the most ethical and lawful 
practices in our dealings with clients. We understand the value of accuracy and 
integrity in our transactions, and with a reputation for excellence, we have risen 
to a globally advantageous position and thereby able to offer only the absolute 
best. We offer some of the world’s most beautiful women and we are privileged 
to present them to you in our palace of luxury and tastefulness. Visit us at: 
http://www.palacevip.com 

Contact: 

Phone: 0750 8580736 

0794 3607 334 (24/7) 

Email: info@palacevip.com 

Website: http://www.palacevip.com 
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